SOcial JusTICE CINEMA: TWO SPIRIT
Thursday, January 29 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

WORD! OPEN MIC KICKOFF
Thursday, February 5 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ Café Pomegranate

DAI PROGRAM: MODERN BLACK FACE:
CULTURAL APPRECIATION OR APPRECIATION
Thursday, February 12 • 4:00–6:00 PM @ MOSAIC

DAI PROGRAM: THE PITFALLS OF FEMINISM
Thursday, February 19 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

DAI PROGRAM: BLACK AND BROWN SOLIDARITY
Thursday, February 26 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

WORD! OPEN MIC
Thursday, March 5 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ Café Pomegranate

DAI PROGRAM: THE NUMBERS’ GAME:
EXPLORATION OF AGEISM IN A SOCIAL JUSTICE STANDPOINT
Thursday, March 12 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

DAI PROGRAM: RACE AND GENDER IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
Thursday, March 19 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

WORD! OPEN MIC
Thursday, March 5 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ Café Pomegranate

DAI PROGRAM: BLACK AND BROWN SOLIDARITY
Thursday, February 26 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

WORD! OPEN MIC
Thursday, May 7 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ Café Pomegranate

CornEL west presentation
Thursday, April 9 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ Student Union Ballroom

DAI PROGRAM: FEMALE REPRESENTATION WITHIN THE MEDIA
Thursday, April 16 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

DAI PROGRAM: PROGRESSIVENESS IN ISLAM
Thursday, April 16 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

DAI PROGRAM: IN THE WORKPLACE: POWER DYNAMICS
AND LENS INTO THE CLASS SYSTEMS IN SOCIETY
Thursday, April 16 • 5:00–7:00 PM @ MOSAIC

WE ARE CURRENTLY LOCATED
AT MOD A NEXT TO THE A.S.
PRINT SHOP AT HOOVER HALL

DAI PROGRAMS
The Diversity Advocate Intern (DAI) Programs are social justice
based workshops that each intern is responsible for researching
and presenting. The workshops themselves are fun, interactive, and
educational that encourage dialogue amongst the participants.

ADAPT WORKSHOPS
The Advocating Diversity and Allyship Peer Training (ADAPT) Program
is a set of workshops that have been created by the DAIs to educate
peers on topics of identity, privilege, power, and oppression. These
interactive workshops can also be requested to be done in classrooms,
group meetings, or for diversity trainings. A full list of the available
workshops can be found at MOSAIC’s website at sjsu.edu/mosaic.